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GREEK ISLAND HOPPING BOUTIQUE STYLE…
(KOS-PSERIMOS-NISSYROS-TILOS-RHODES-SIMI-KOS)
Sailing by gulet yacht is simply a perfect way to visit the Greek islands. No carrying
luggage, no ferries, and no need to keep track of time means that there is so much
MORE to experience in the Dodecanese, and the islands’ authenticity, stunning natural
landscapes, and unaffected character lends absolutely everything to their charm.
While island hopping by gulet yacht, you can anchor in some of the most secluded
spots letting you really get the feel for the places that most visitors leave at
sunset. On a gulet yacht you don’t have to leave. We give you a boutique version
of Island hopping, discovering historical sites, tiny harbour villages, untouched
beaches and bays, and a choice of great activities while making yourself at home
in the spacious comfort of your private cabin. On board you enjoy the relaxed
company of your fellow guests, large lounge areas and deck, an attentive and
professional crew, and magical feast after feast on board each day for breakfast
and lunch or dinner.

LIFE ON BOARD PRIVATE GULET CHARTER:
Private Charter offers the unique opportunity to
book a luxury gulet yacht exclusively and enjoy
an itinerary designed just for you and your group.
This is a truly customized vacation alternative
emphasizing flexibility, privacy and luxury on a
completely tailor-made vacation at sea. Charter
your own ‘floating villa’ and set sail, free to cruise
some of the world’s most beautiful destinations in
the Greek Islands and Turkish Aegean waters.
Private gulet charter is fantastic for groups of
friends and families and is ideal for all ages,
comfortable
and sea
safe for babies and senior
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travellers as well as all ages in between. Our itineraries are carefully planned
according to the interests of the group, while the all-important dining experience
on board provided by a skilled chef caters to your exact culinary tastes, dietary
requirements and preferences.
Our privately-owned, stylish and well equipped yachts vary in size from 4 to 8
cabins; the maximum capacity being 17 passengers on the M/S Flas VII. During
your cruise a professional and personable crew provide an impeccable service
and experienced seamanship. Exquisite cuisine is prepared to your liking by the
yacht’s chef, and you can dine whenever and wherever you like. Your cruise route
is tailor made so that you can visit the places you want and remain flexible as
you go along. We also offer activities and imaginative shore excursions ranging
from Yoga sessions on board, cooking workshops and hiking to guided tours and
special restaurant recommendations.

OUR GULET YACHTS FEATURE:
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5 star luxury standards
Uniformed, English-speaking crew including chef
Optimized for sailing as guests wish
Adjustable a/c throughout
2 generators & inverters
En suite bathrooms with flush w/c & enclosed shower
Spacious cabins
Flat screen TV, DVD hook up & movie library
Free WiFi
Satellite antenna
Stereo system/ iPOD dock
Orthopedic beds & pillows
100% fine cotton linen and fluffy towels
Zodiac dinghy with H/P motor water ski, wakeboard and ringo
Paddle board
Snorkel & fishing equipment for adults & kids
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having fallen into the sea many years ago. You can collect delicious natural spring
water here- so remember to take a bottle. Another spectacular walk takes you to
Krevatia beach, where there is a church surrounded by grazing goats and trees
blown horizontal by the winds. A green swathe of hillside drops gradually down to a
nice stretch of sand and pebbles, again deserted with immaculately clear sea.
Dine at Sevasti Pikou’s taverna next to the church for great food- and prices.
Try the fylla (vine leaves stuffed with rice, meat and tomato), home-made garlicky
tzatziki and delicious slices of a huge fish called Rina, caught daily, and sprinkled
with the local herb throumbi.

DAY 1 - EMBARK IN BODRUM OR KOS
On arrival to the airport on the Greek island of Kos, transfer the short drive to
the bustling Kos town and board the yacht here. Enjoy a warm welcome from your
crew on board in the lovely Kos harbor, which is overlooked by the old town and
the crusader Castle of the Knights of St. John. Palm-lined cobblestone streets,
lush greenery, and many ancient monuments and excavations are within walking
distance in every direction, not to mention the charming old town labyrinth of
shopping streets, cafes and restaurants.

DAY 2 - PSERIMOS
From Kos cruise to the island of Pserimos, one of the smallest inhabited islands in
Greece, featuring an absolutely perfect sandy beach shelving gradually into a shallow,
sparkling blue bay. This place is simply idyllic for kids and families. The whole island is
only a few kilometers wide and long, full of rustic scenes, beautiful vistas, and great
for walking short distances for lovely adventures. The secret is to sail into the small
bay here in the afternoon, and depart the next morning after breakfast and a swimbefore the day-tripper boats arrive. You will have the whole beach to yourself and can
swim across the empty bay watching the fishing boats returning laden with octopus,
sponges and fish. Pserimos at its best seems hard to beat.
Enjoy the 30-minute pathed walk to Grafiotissa beach crossing hillsides of purpleflowering thyme, wonderful sea vistas, a long strip of white sand, rust-red cliffs,
and half a small white-washed chapel perched on top of the hill, the other half

DAY 3 - NISYROS
The island of Nisyros has a fascinating history: it was captured from pirates,
conquered from the knights and subjugated from the Turks. The landscape is
hypnotizing in its contrasts; from the lunar volcanic scenery of the inland to
the surrounding fertile area of dark sandy beaches and deep blue sea, from
the wild verdant beauty of the many natural thermal springs to the dazzling
whitewashed local houses. Evident in every little stone, the volcanic composition
of Nisyros originated with massive eruptions millions of years ago, and locally
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One of the oldest settlements on Nisyros spreading around a natural bay in the
north is the seaside village of Pali. The village is a favorite anchorage for yachts,
has a lovely beach under the natural shade of Tamarisk trees, and is an ideal place for
those looking for absolute peace and quiet. Here visit the Hippocratic Baths and
the Chapel of Panagia Thermiani, which is built next to the Thermal Springs of
Thermiani.

many people attribute its captivating energy and distinctive charm to the
vibes of the active volcano known as ‘Nisyriasi’, meaning a severe addiction to
the volcanic energy of the island.
Mandraki is the capital and harbor of Nisyros located on the northwest side of
the island. This beautiful settlement has a traditional character with whitewashed
houses and wooden balconies, cobblestone alleys and little churches. The natural
thermal springs of Loutra are in the north of the town while the square of Ilikiomeni
is the locals’ favorite spot and meeting point. In the wider area, one can visit the
imposing Acropolis of Paleokastro, considered to be one of the best-preserved
fortifications of the Aegean and is famous for its impressive cyclopean walls made
from black trachyte. There is also the fortified monastery of Panagia Spiliani
and the beautiful building of the municipal thermal baths. The stunning beach of
Mandraki lies behind the Monastery of Spiliani. Other interesting archaeological
sites include the Fortress Walls close to the Monastery of Panagia Kyra, the ruins
of ancient temples and buildings in in the neighborhood of Agios Savvas.
On the south side of the island the mountain village of Nikia, offering panoramic
views of the volcano, is particularly picturesque, boasting a unique architecture
with white houses, tiled roofs and colorful doors and windows, and the exquisite
Church of Agios Ioannis Theologos. The cobblestoned square of Porta here is
celebrated as one of the best traditional squares in Europe with its ellipsoid shape
and a pebbled floor designed by the famous 19th century artist, Paschalis Pashalakis.

The Volcano of Nisyros has a beautiful caldera of 15,000 years old with 6 main
craters. The volcanic rocks of Nisyros form a unique palette of colors in the fertile
region of the valley of Lakki. The volcanic crater of Stefanos is one of the largest
and well-preserved hydrothermal craters in the world with a depth of 27 meters,
while the volcanic crater of Polyvotis is the largest volcanic crater at 30 meters
deep and a diameter of 260 meters.
Beaches on Nisyros are as diverse and dramatic as the island itself with fabulous
clean azure waters for swimming and atmospheric fish and seafood tavernas
serving local delicacies: the sandy beach of Agios Savas and the volcanic blackpebbled Hohlaki beach are both beautifully secluded and located on the
northwest side of the island. Also in the north is Gialiskari, or Lefki, an isolated
dark sandy beach with deep blue waters, 1 small local taverna and ideal for those
looking for total relaxation. On the eastern coast of the island Pahia Ammos is a
black sandy beach considered the island’s best.
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Nisyros is also fantastic for hikers and walkers. One of the most spectacular
routes starts from the monastery of Evangelistria and leads to the highest point
on the island where the beautiful monastery of Prophet Elias is located offering
incredible panoramic views.

DAY 4 - TILOS
Tilos is a historical island of striking medieval castles, imposing mountains with
natural springs, pristine beaches, charming churches, the cave of the dwarf
elephants and mysterious abandoned medieval villages. The beauty of Tilos lies
in its mountainous and rocky landscapes, now preserved as national park area,
blessed with verdant hills and abundant flora including almond trees, bluebells,
orchids, ancient oaks and shamrocks. Megalo Horio is the capital of Tilos and
on the north side of the island. This lovely settlement preserves its authentic
character featuring traditional whitewashed houses with flowery courtyards
and cobblestone alleys scattered on the mountain slopes of Agios Stefanos.
According to ancient legend, Tilos was the son of Alias and Apollo, who visited
the island to collect herbs to cure his mother from a serious illness. After
treating her, Tilos returned to the island and built a temple in honor of Apollo
and Poseidon. This is how the island got its name and became well known for its
native healing herbs.

Dominating the natural fortified hill of Agios Stefanos above Megalo Horio you
cannot miss the Castle of the Knights. An uphill hike leads you there but its well
worth it for the incredible views. The Knights of St John built the castle on the
traces of the ancient acropolis in the 15th century. Within the ramparts an entire
village was built as refuge for the inhabitants from potential pirate invasions in the
middle ages. The Archaeological Museum exhibits ancient statues and artifacts,
sculptures and inscriptions from the Classical and Hellenistic periods found on
excavation of Tilos, some from the site of the castle and acropolis before it.
Tilos hosts numerous paths ideal for lovers of hiking. One of the most beautiful
routes starts from the main road of the island towards the northeast. It is an
old path that leads to the Italian-built watchtower on the peak of Prophet Elias.
The moderately difficult walk is rocky with sweeping slopes and low vegetation.
Another interesting trail is signposted and starts from the harbor of Livadia to the
beach of Lethra and onward through a lovely valley to the village of Mikro Horio.
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Located in the area of Messaria, the spellbinding Cave of Harkadio is of great
paleontological importance because of the volcanic material discovered here
and phosphorous compounds that resemble fossilized bones. Alongside stone
tools from the Neolithic period, archaeological excavations revealed numerous
bones of dwarf elephants, the last of their kind that lived in Europe. These
discoveries proved that the island was actually united with the coast of Asia
Minor about 6 million years ago. The Physiographic Museum of Vienna has
dedicated a special section to the dwarf elephants of Tilos, and displays can be
found locally at the Tilos Paleontology Museum.
Another evocative spot for exploration and a wander on Tilos is the deserted
village of Mikro Horio between the villages of Livadia and Megalo Horio.
The village was abandoned when the inhabitants moved to Livadia and the
remaining relics include the well-preserved ruins of houses, the medieval castle
of the Knights, and the whitewashed church that dominates the valley.
The Monastery of Agios Panteleimonas built in 1470, and dedicated to the
island’s patron saint, is the focus of sacred pilgrimage in Tilos, located on the
slopes of the highest mountain on Tilos. The monastery is known for its pebbled
courtyard and outstanding murals, and the festival that celebrates the saint
annually here on July 26.
Fringing the island with its rich history of civilization and dramatic natural
features are of course the immaculate beaches. The dazzling and tranquil
bays shimmering with tamarisk trees will be your windows to the island as you
travel by yacht. Moor here for swimming, dining and relaxed evenings on deck
beneath the stars. Amongst the many beaches to explore are Agios Antonios, a
long sandy and pebbled, palm tree-lined beach on the north side of the island.
Eristos, a stunningly beautiful sandy beach with emerald waters and tamarisk
trees on the west side of the island; take the path to the left of the beach to
discover 2 special secluded coves. The pebbled beach at Lethra in the northeast
is a less visited beach accessible via a pathway from the harbor of Livadia. In
the northwest is Limenari is a remote sandy and pebbled beach with turquoise
waters. Livadia is on the southeast side of the island and the most popular beach
of Tilos with numerous amenities including sunbeds, umbrellas and taverns.

DAY 5 - RHODES
Rhodes, the Island of the Knights literally has everything; endless beaches,
lush rural landscapes, mountain villages and countless cultural and historical
monuments from many civilizations and eras. The essence of Rhodes’ distinctive
fairy tale atmosphere lies in the stunning medieval city, the island’s glorious
24 centuries of history meeting the present here in one of the best preserved
of its kind in Europe. An abundance of magnificent buildings including the
Hospital of the Knights, the Orthodox Cathedral of Rhodes and the Turkish baths
and mosques, contrast with the new city neoclassical buildings of the Italian era.
Rocky coastline and rich natural scenery dominates the mountainous terrain of
Rhodes; the mountain villages in the south still maintain their traditional colors,
local customs and dialects while the almost tropical coastal villages in the east
coast are breathtakingly romantic.
The capital of the Island, and in fact of the entire Dodecanese islands, is Rhodes
town where you can explore the beautiful old city of Rhodes, one of the
largest medieval cities of Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The
medieval town mixes Byzantine, Medieval, Italian and Ottoman influences and
creates an atmospheric complex of magnificent buildings. The most important
monuments of the area include the National Theatre, the Post Office, the Palace
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of the Grand Master, the Street of the Knights (one of the best preserved
medieval streets of Europe), the Hospital of the Knights, the Colloquium Building,
Ottoman architecture, Gothic Churches and the oldest surviving church of Lady
of the Castle. Stroll around the picturesque harbor of Mandaki for café culture,
restaurants and shopping. Drop in to the Aquarium, and climb up to the hill of
Monte Smith for awesome panoramic views of the island.
The idyllic Park of Rodini is one of the oldest landscaped gardens in the world situated
in Rhodes town, and known as the home of the ancient school of Rhetoric. The park
is lush and bursting with dense vegetation, cypress and pine trees, the running
water of springs, cool lakes, beautiful footpaths and little bridges; it is also home to
peacocks that walk freely within the grounds and add an extra touch of the exotic
to this beautiful spot. The Seven Springs is another paradise garden on Rhodes and
located between the villages of Archipolis and Kolibia. Lovely wooden bridges and
walking footpaths lead you through beautiful natural scenery to the seven springs.
Emborios is a mountain village located on the northeast side of the island has
a traditional character featuring picturesque whitewashed alleys and marvelous
old doors overlooked by the medieval castle of Pantoniki. Built on the verdant
mountain slopes, Emborios offers breathtaking views over the caldera while in the
village centre enjoy the charming square with traditional shops and views of the
volcano. Emborios is also home to the Cave of Panagia Listiriotissa, famous for
its natural sauna from the heat of volcanic activity.
The Valley of the Butterflies is a unique natural reserve on the western side of
the island. A meandering river forges its way through this gorgeous valley and
waterfalls are surrounded by sweet gum, oak, plane and pine trees. It is the only
natural forest of oriental sweet gum trees in Europe, and a sanctuary for the
Jersey tiger butterflies when they gather here in their masses late May. Take the
stone stairs to the Monastery of Kalopetra for spectacular views of the valley. In
the valley, there is a museum dedicated to the natural history of the island with
extensive information of the flora and fauna of the reserve. The most notable part
of the museum is the hatchery, where lots of butterflies reproduce in a protected
area with stable climate conditions.
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The Acropolis of Lindos was one of the three ancient cities of Rhodes located in
the village of Lindos. Lindos was founded in the 10th century BCE, and was one of
the most important trading centres in the Aegean due to its strategic geographic
position between Greece and Middle East; considered to be one of the most
important archaeological sites of Greece. At the top of the site, see the imposing
temple of Athena Lindia, the Propylaea and the Roman Temple of Diocletian.
Rhodes, like all Greek islands, of course has many chapels, churches and
monasteries. Tsambika is an impressive byzantine monastery close to the village
of Archangelos. According to the legend, any woman who cannot have children
should visit the old church and pray to the Virgin. In Rhodes, if the miracle
happens the child must be named Tsambika or Tsambikos; and these names are
very common in the island. The Kalopetra is a beautiful monastery located on the
mountain slopes above the valley of the butterflies, and was founded in 1780 by
Alexandros Ypsilantis, whose grandson went on to become leader of the Society
of Friends that began the Greek Revolution. The monastery is distinguished for
its charming courtyard and its impressive wall paintings. The Church of Panagia
Bourgou is a three aisled basilica of Gothic Order located in Rhodes Old Town,
and one of the few surviving examples of a special ecclesiastical architecture that
was developed by the Knights. Various cultural events are held here during the
summer. The Church of Panagia Kastrou is the oldest and largest temple in the
medieval city, originally the Catholic Metropolis of Sancta Maria and later turned
into a mosque during the Ottoman occupation. Nowadays, the church houses the
Byzantine Museum of the island. You can also visit The Shalom Synagogue, the
oldest in Greece, and the connected Jewish Museum. Other Museums in Rhodes
include the Modern Art Museum, and the Museum of Bees and Honey.
Rhodes is fringed with white sandy beaches and picture-postcard turquoise
waters. Some are well developed with all amenities, while other bays and coves
offer less in the way of facilities but are a treat to explore and dive into from
your gulet yacht. The Beach of Agios Pavlos is a bay of rare natural beauty with
turquoise waters on the east side of the island and curious circular rocky formations.
Antony Quinn, or Vagies Beach, is a sandy and rocky beach with turquoise waters
and pine forest located on north side the island. The film The Guns of Navarone
was filmed here and it is still considered one of the most wild and beautiful spots

on the island. Faliraki in the north is the longest sandy beach in the Aegean and
one of the most cosmopolitan resorts of Rhodes. The lush green Isle of Prasonisi
is one of the most beautiful areas of Rhodes on the southwest of the island and
is a hotspot for windsurfing and kite surfing. Interestingly, during the summer
the island becomes a peninsula attached to Rhodes as the water levels sink so low.
Annually, Rhodes is host to numerous festivals, just some of these include the
May Strawberry Festival in Paradisi Village accompanied by folk music, and the
Medieval Rose Festival begins in May and stages cultural and art events for 4
months. In June the island hosts its International Film and Visual Arts Festival,
before the International Opera Festival in the Palace of the Grand Master in July.
The Wine Festival in Embonias and the Days of Music Festival in Rhodes old
town both take place in September.

DAY 6 - SIMI
The Island of Simi is nothing less than enchanting and a truly romantic
destination. Stunning neoclassical mansions characterize the main harbor,
decorating the hillside down to the waters edge with their facades painted in a
variety of colors. With rich traditions rooted in mythology still thriving today,
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Take to the sea on this dream private cruise holiday
with your nearest and dearest, relax into the laid back
rhythm of life on the sea, revitalise in the crystal clear
waters of the Aegean and enjoy a kind of luxury hard
to match on a regular villa or resort vacation.
the beauty and atmosphere of Simi is truly remarkable Neoclassical mansions
and abandoned captains houses, cobblestone courtyards and pebbled mosaics
give an aura of nobility to the island while the bougainvillea flowers add a
bright touch to the romantic atmosphere. Climb the 500 stone steps that lead
to the old commercial street of the island. Stroll around the Kalderimi, the stone
bridge that connects the two sides of the village, known as the Bridge of Love,
and observe the famous shipbuilders of Simi at the small Harani shipyard, who
uphold Simi’s ancient shipbuilding traditions.

DAY 7 - KOS
Sail from Simi to Kos and dock next to the Crusader Castle of the Knights of St.
John. Palm-lined cobblestone streets, relaxed cafes, lush greenery, and historical
monuments abound in every direction, while the attractive old town and its narrow
streets lined with inviting shops and restaurants, are all within walking distance.
(Optional): Historically, Kos ranks as the most important center of ancient
medicine – the home of Hippocrates and his famous Asclepion, the site of the
origins of medicine as we know it today. In addition to the Asclepion itself, the
town is home to the extensive excavations of an ancient city dating from the 4th
century BCE to the 5th century CE. Visit the Crusader fortress, the archaeological
museum displaying some of the most beautiful mosaics of the region, and a
fascinating fully excavated home dating to the Roman period.
Finally, cruise back to Bodrum to end the tour there, or stay in Kos and disembark
here the next morning.

• Greek Island harbor fees are extra.
• Optional touring where entrance fees are required or the service of a guide

and /or van are needed are extra.
• Optional restaurants off the yacht are not included in the price, but meals

off board will be deducted from the daily catering fees. Restaurants on-shore
require reservations.
• Transport to the airport or other incurs additional charges.
• There are nominal charges for drinks from the bar on board your gulet.
• On a 7 day cruise embarkation is on Saturdays, and disembarkation the

DAY 8 - SATURDAY Disembark in Kos or in Bodrum

following Saturday.

